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SCfilJ falls twice at Final Five

A fan cheers a Huskies goal during the SCSU
vs. University of North Dakota game at the
WCHA Final Five in Milwaukee.
by Rob LaP/ante
SPORTS EDITOR

MILWAUKEE-Unofficially, the SCSU hockey
team knew its chances of qualifying for the
NCAA National Tournament were sealed after
being defeated in Saturday's third-place game 6-1
by Colorado College at the Bradley Center in
•- Milwaukee, Wisc.
Photos by Scott Anderson/STAFF PHOTOG~HER .
"" ;,.This ·news became official Sunday afternoon
9CS\I , _ coach' Craig Dahl jokes with players junior Ryan Frisch and junior George Awada during a press when· the selection committee didn't include the
conference after their 4-3 loss to the Univecsil)( of North Dak~.The Huskies finished the tournament 1-2.
Huskies as one of the participants in the 12-team
...
LI
,,~
1•
..... ""i""..P '- • Hockey Assocali<ln'€oitelt oHhe• Year, · vot=, -whieh me- coaches from the pos(•5CaSOO tournament.
SCSU Head Coach Craig Dahl said the team
nUSI\.JeS e,1m1,,a,eu,
makinghimthefirstcoachatSCSUtoeam WCHA, sports infonnation directors
realized the chances Of making the post-season
th e tournament were slim.
th e~ 0~uskies ended up finishing·fourth ~ : ::c::·p
1
"After we found out Princeton upset Clarkson,
d,o"u"m'ngament •'nhed
'The first time you win anything it"s
a real special thing, and the first time I we knew our season would end," Dahl said. "If
Clarkson
(won), we would have been a sixth seed in
by Ryan. Voz
13th
in
the won MIAC (Minnesota Intercollegiate
EDITOR
country - only the Athletic Conference) coach of the year that" either the East or West brackets. It's sort of a doublewhammy
in that we lost to Colorado College and
top 12 teams was also a special deal," said Dahl, who is
MILWAUKEE - It was ironic when
advance on to the in his 11th year as head coach for the Princeton upset Clarkson."
The NCAA selected three Western Collegiate
SCSU head coach Craig Dahl was
NCAA Division I Huskies. "It really makes you think first
introduced as Mike Dahl before Thursday's
tournament.
and foremost you're appreciative of the Hockey Association teams to advance to the
first-round 1998 NSP Western Collegiate
1be Huskies must now look to next playersyouhavebecausetheplayersreally tournament.
The Unive_~ ty of North Dakota got an automatic
Hockey Assocation Finjll Five game year.
win the games."
against the University of MinnesotaThe name Craig Dahl is prominent
Dahl initiated the hockey program at bid after finisfiing in first place in the WCHA's
regular
season.
Duluth.
around the WCHA and other outlets in the Bethel College in 1980.
Only hours before the game Dahl was country.
named this year's Western Collegiate
Dahl was selected by a group of

but coach Craig Dahl
wins big honor

G
m
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Go TO DAHL, PAGE 5•

Finance committee chairman resigns
Chairman leaves
due to personal,
financial problems
by Shawn Neudauer
MANAGING EDITOR

~n a. surprise move Thursday
evening, Student Government's
finance committee chairman
resigned his position, effective
immediately.
Junior Roger Struthers said
he was leaving because he
couldn't afford to go to school
and he had a two-week army
national guard commitment right
before spring quarter finals.
Struthers has dropped all of his
clas.ses for this quarter.
In fact, Struthers was not a

student during all of last quarter.
He registered for classes and
then let the university. drop his
enrollment after he failed to pay
for the credits. During the
quarter, he received a portion of a
stipend for his position. According
to university policy, in order for a
student to receive wages he or she
must be enrolled for a minimum of
six credits a quarter.
According to Rhcxla Schrader,
director
of
University
Organizations, the position of
finance chainnan is paid twice a
quarter. Struthers was a student
when he was paid the first time,
and the university withheld the
second payment when it was
discovered his student status had
lapsed.
'Tm in a nonstudent status," he
said. "So, I can't hold any positions
with Student Government."

Go TO TOURNAMENT, PAGE 5 •

City cauncll to
vote t:an:ight on
drink specials

Struthers said his intent was to from his brother Mark. He was
re-enroll for his courses before the previously vice. chainnan for the
quarter ended. He said he thought finance committee.
by Sarah Tieck
· "The two weeks (guard
about his decision during break and
reached his conclusion last week. •commitment) really made up my
ASSISTANT MANAGING EDITOR
After speaking to Schrader and mind," Struthers said. "I've done it
The issue is not specifically
Christy
Hovanetz,
Student in the past. But, to take off for two
Government
president,
he weeks right before finals would be alcohol consumption - it is
excessive,
late
night
too hard."
announced his decision.
"I just didn't want to fall off the
He added he probably wouldn't consumption.
Bars
in
St.
Cloud
often
offer
fate of the earth and leave people come back fall semester, but he is
hanging," Struthers said.
not disappointed about making food and drink specials such as
two-for-ones
at
D.B.
Searle's
or
Schrader said Struthers' decision either decision.
"I look at it not so much as a similar specials at other bars.
was completely his own.
Some
say
they
keep
the
local
"I think Roger and I talked disappointment as a regrowth of the
· hospitality industry competitive
during the last part of winter quarter drive to finish," Struthers said.
or the first part of spring break," she
Hovanetz said she found out and make a night downtown more
said. "Roger was in no way forced about Struthers' decision and the aff°H!e!~:~r tfi~itcioud City
into making this decision. It must reasons for it from Schrader a few Council will discuss an ordinance
have been a difficult one to make days after spring quarter began.
titled "Promoting Responsible
but he seems to be doing what is
Consumption," at 7:20 p.m.
best for him."
tonight at its weekly meeting.
Struthers has held the position
Go TO STRUTHERS, PAGE 4 •
Go TO COUNCIL, PAGE 5 •
since July when he took it over
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CAMPus & CoMMUNIIY BRIEFS
Foley teacher killed
in head-on car crash
·Doug Benson, 34, of St. Cloud, was killed
last We(Jnesday on State Highway 23, four

religious and a family man. His teaching

skills were also praised.
Benson's wife Pam said she will miss the
little things. She described him as her soul

mate and said a perfect person was gone.
Mona Lawrence, a Foley teacher, was the

miles west of Foley.

last person to talk to Doug Benson. They

The driver of the other Car was Jeffrey
Gene David, 21. David and his passenger,

walked to their cars after ·12 hours of work.
Lawrence said Benson· was excited 10 see his

Jamey Keller, fled the scene of the accident.

family - they had been discussing how he
was jealous she only had to drive 20 minutes
to get home 10 her fami ly.
The funeral was at 10:30 a.m. Saturday in
the Foley High Sc.hool gymnasium. The
school postponed a wrestling tournament so
the funeral could talce place at the school.
Burial was in the Evangelical Lutheran
Cemetary in Cokato.

One hour later David was arrested for
probable cause for a criminal vehicular

homicide.
David had been allegedly drinking and a
blood sample was taken from him. The
results won't. be available for a coui'.,le of

weeks.
His fam ily and friends described him as a

TONIGHT
Women Writers
University Program
Board's Literary Arts
Committee is presenting
three Minnesota Women
Writers at 7 p.m. in the
Atwood Little Theatre.

TU ESDAY
Battling Bands
Applications are due at the
University Program Board
office in Atwood Memorial
Center 118 for the upcoming
Battle of the Unsigned
Bands. Call 255-2205 for
more information.

THURSDAY

MARCH 30
Application deadline
Spring quarter graduation
applications are due.

APRIL 4
Writer's Workshop
The University Chronicle is
hosting a Writer's Workshop
from noon to 3 p.m. on April
4. If you're interested, call
255-4086.

To submit information for the
events calendar, mail it to
University Chronicle, 13 Stewart
Hall, St. Cloud, MN 56301-4498.

Index
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SCSU film students are involved in the
production of a new program which will
benefit the community and students.
"St. Cloud This Week" is a public affairs
program which will highlight public
infonnation - city council meeting broadcast
times
and
community
volunteer
opportunities.
Mark Mills, professor of mass
communications, said the project was a
learning opportunity ilf1d a chance for the
university to strengthen ties with the city.
The responsibility and development of the
show will be up to Mills' introductory film .

Russia searches NBA's leading
for abducted U.S. scorer, AbdulMormonmen
Jabbar, caught
Travis Robert Tuttle of Gilbert, with marijuana
Ariz., and Andrew Propst of
Lebanon, Ore., have disappeared in
Russia.
The two men, both age 20, were
members of the Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-Day Saints and on a
missionary trip in Russia's Saratov
region.
Russian church officials and
representatives refused to comment
in order to protect the safety of all
missionaries.
Law enforcemeilt agencies are
currently searching for the two
The announcement was made
on Friday that the two men had
been missing since Thursday.

Kareem Abdul-Jabbar, 50, was
arrested in Toronto on March 15 by
U.S . Customs officials for
possession of marijuana at the
Pearson International Airport.
Abdul-Jabbar, the NBA's career
leading scorer and former Los
Angeles Laker's center, was caught
with six grams of marijuana.
A U.S. Customs dog delected
the drug, which was concealed in a
glass vial.
Abdul-Jabbar was fined $500
before being allowed to board a
flight to Los Angeles and then
released without conditions.
However, his name was entered

Summer Job FairStudents are invited and
encouraged.to attend a
Summer Job and Internship
Fair from 1 o a.m. to 2 p.m.
in the Atwood Ballroom.

production class. Since they are in the early
part of the quarter, Dan Burkhart, graduate

assistant, and freshman Jeff Gallus, teaching
assistant, will be in charge of producing the
first few episodes.
The cable company is offering up to 30
minutes for the program. However, the first
episodes will .last only five minutes. The
students and Mayor Larry Meyer and Mike
Landy, his assistant, will work to develop a
fu ll haJf;hour show.
Meanwhile, "St. Cloud this Week" will air
at 4 p.m. on channel 10 ·and 6:45 p.m. on
channel 19 on Mondays; at 8:45 a.m. on
Tuesdays on channel 19; at 8 p.m. on
Wednesdays on channel 10; and at 9:30 am.
on Fridays on channel 10.

STATE & NATION BRIEFS

WHAT'S

HAPPENING

SCSU students share
skills with city

2

77,e Minnesota Daily, student
newspaper of the University of
Minnesota-Twin
Cities,
was
battling the Minnesota Court of
Appeals.
On Jan. 19, 1996, the student
paper was ordered to surrender
unpublished photographs of a 1993
riot between a leftist group and
bystanders.
Many saw this as a violation of
the first amendment and others said
it was making the press a tool of the
government.
Hennepin County District Judge
;~:o~.~~:an~!: ~ :: u ~
by the prosecution as evidence
against Kieran Knutson. Knutson
was a member of the leftist group
who allegedly assaulted Daniel
Simmer.
After the ruling, Editor Michelle
Ames and The Minnesota Daily
refused to comply. Judge Stanoch
ruled they were in contempt of
court. The paper was ordered to pay
$250 each day until the assault trial
went to deliberations or they turned
over the photos.

Author Clancy
named new
Vikings owner
Tom Clancy, author of novels
such as "The Hunt for Red
October," has bought the Minnesota
Vikings for $200 million dollars.
Many fans see this as something
which will benefit the team - many
say they are hoping he will rescue
the Vikings from mismanagement
by previous owners.
Paul Tagliabue, the NFL
Commissioner,
ended
the
ownership dispute last Thursday.
He ruled Vikings president,
Roger Headrick, one of the team's
IO co-owners, did not have the right
to match Clancy's offer.

The next step is to secure
approval by 23 of the 30 NFL
owners. This wi ll probably be
discussed at an owner's meeting
May 19 and 20 in Miami, Fla.
The Vikings co-owners asked if
they cou ld remove Headrick as
president at a conference on
Thursday.
The majority of the board's
members said they want him to be
removed as the team's chief
executive officer and not represent
the Vikings at the league meeting
next week.
Until everything is 'finaJized,
Headrick said he plans to attend the
meeting and continue as the team's
president.
Clancy is finishing his next book
and said he had no immediate plans
to visit Minnesota
He also said if his book was
finished, he would be less subdued
about the purchase of the team.
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International ~y-fights racis~
by Mandy Jackson
Co--NEWS EDITOR

The International Day for the
Elimination of Racism, first
recognized by the United Nations
in 1966, was commemorated for
the first time by SCSU on Saturday.
"It's an international day that
everybody can have to think about
eliminating
racism,"
said
sophomore AITfl Scotting, senatorat-large and' mefnber of the culturaJ
diversity committee.
During winter quarter, Student
Government passed a resolution
from its cultural diversity
committee which recommended
that the university commemorate
March 21 as the day for the
Elimination
of
Racial
Discrimination.
According to senior Sarju
Shrestha. chairwoman of Srudent
Government's cultural diversity
committee, the IntemationaJ Day
for the Elimination of Racism was
origina11y commemorated by the

United Nations to honor peaceful
demonstrators in South Africa who
were against apartheid. In
demonstrations in 1966, many
people wefe killed and wounded.
The
United
Nations
commemorates the day with
speakers
and
educational
presentations. among other events
to make people aware or
eliminating racisffi, Shrestha said.
Everyone should recognize
the day for the eli!Jlination of
racial discrimination, Scotting said.
SCSU should be included
because of racial problems
that have been .acknowledged
on campus this year, she
said.
"First of , all we have to
acknowledge it (racial incidents
on campus) and say we want to
eliminate it." Shrestha said
Scotting said, "Everyone should
think about it (eliminating racism)
so everyone can feel comfortable
on campus."
Mahmoud El Kati a professor in

Kristine WhiJelSTAFF PHOTOGRA1'HER

Mankato History Professor Mahmoud El Kati spoke about
racism Thursday morning in the Atwood Little Theatre.
the history . department at American · ~istory and spoke
Macalester College spoke at 11 Thursday about how people forget
a.m. on Thursday in Atwood their roots.
Little Theater in a presentation
"He connected us with history,"
called "Racism. Stop it!" Shrestha said. After El Kati spoke,
Shrestha said he has written there was a question and answer
books and articles on African
period.
4

Entrepreneurial center takes
off after receiving _grant
Local businessman
donates $1 million to help
fill in gaps regarding local
economic needs in St.
Cloud community .
by Kristin Albrecht
CO-NeWS EDITOR

After a $1 million gift, the Harold Anderson
Entrepreneurial Center is ready to forge ahead and
take its place as one of SCSU's major assets.
The center which is in Centennial Hall, room 30,
has been existence since September 1997, but hasn't
had a large presence on campus Uf\til now. It was set
up to introduce st1:1dents to the entrepreneurial
process and work with agencies and individuals
interested in this process.
· "During this school year we have been working
with several agencies and individuals for financial
foundation," said 'William Rodgers, interim director
of the center. "We felt the. new center if possible
should have a distinguished entrepreneur to
establish the center's identity and programs for the
future."
Harold Anderson is the owner of Anderson
Trucking Service Inc., and donated the $ 1 million to
the center. Anderson is a we11 known entrepreneur
in the St Cloud area.
"His wi llingness to participate helps us to look to
creating programs that reflect his entrepreneurial
spirit and sense of ethica1 busine.ss practices,"
Rodgers said. 'i'he significant financial support will
help us pursue our goals, academic for students and
ouH·each community programs that will serve
stakeholders."
Rodgers is the only pennanent staff member at
the center.
He said the next step for the center is to set up
programs that stimulate entrepreneurs, students and
community would•be entrepreneurs to become
involved. He said it wants to serve as a referral for
these groups. Also, it should help fill in the gaps that
. exist regarding economic needs serving Central
Minnesota and beyond.
The center's main focus is the SL Cloud region,
but it has the potential to reach and help a
· worldwide audience.
It is set up as a nonprofit corporation and is
governed by a I5 member board of directors.
Rodgers said this board will hold its first meeting in
May and this meeting will involve laying plans for
4

4

next year.
The center is also guided by a campus advisory
committee with members from each or the six
SCSU colleges, as well as the director of the Small
Business Development Center and a community
entrepreneur representative, currently the president
of the St. Cloud Area Chamber of Commerce.
, . (J has: .i nellf'. seminar room as well, Rodgers said
this is only a start•up location. no pennanent one
has been decided on.
The center has four specific goals for the center:
0 Introducing SCSU 10 the entrepreneurial
process and ventures involving business projects,
internships, business consulting and mentor
relationships.
□ Encourage, support and facilitate classroom
experience in appropriate course throughout ill
colleges.
□ Offer current and future entrepreneurs
training, education, advisory services, recognition
programs, networlcing opportunities with investors
and business support services and infonnation
dissemination programs.
□
Introduce entrepreneurship and the
opportunities provided by self-employment, to
elementary and secondary students as they
formulate ideas about their furure employment and
education.
Some program5 that will be offered are an
introduction to entrepreneurship. a general
education course, and emphases in entrepreneurship
available to students seeking a College of Business
major or minor.
Projects being put into place at the center are the
preparation of grants and the installation of Internet•
based program.s. Other aspects are training, program
seminars and round.table discussions.
Roundtable discussions involve an on.going set
of entrepreneurs with a faci litator discussing a topic.
Future plans for the center include expansion of
programs and activi.ties. A venture opportunity
network that matches ·investors and business
support services with entrepreneurs with ideas and
business plans is one venue of expansion. Topical
annual programs, roundtable meetings and
discussion sessions and sponsorship of applied
research involving partnering of faculty and
entreprenews are also planned.
Another project being W(?rked on is the
founding of an entrepreneur club/organization
for
students
who
are
interested
in
entrepreneurship. Rodgers said the club will focus
on rietworks, tours and partnership with businesses
and the center.

Go ro CENTER, PAGE 7 •

"It was a very good chance for
people to have a dialogue,"
Shrestha said. She and Scotting
were both impressed by the turnout
for the event. Shrestha said there
were
many
faculty
and
administrators 1n attendance as
well.
Scotting said, "It was reaHy
eilcouraging to see a lot of people
there."
Also on Thursday there was a
booth in Atwood Mi:morial Center
that offered information sheets
about the day to eliminate racial
discrimination, buttons, bookmarks
and stickers. The buttons were half
black and half white with a hand
print in the middle, and they said,
"Stop."
1be buttons were meant to catch
people's attention and raise
awareness, according 10 Scotting.
Both the presentation and the
booth were sponsored by Minority
Student Programs and Student
Government's cultural diversity
committee.

Funds raised by AIDS Ride
by Erin Ghere
STAFF WRITER

Each year millions of dollars are
raised for people living with AIDS
through nume~ous fund raisers,
including the AIDS Ride.
Representati ves from the Twin
Cities/Chicago AIDS Ride will be on
campus April I and 2 to recruit and
infonn students about the event. There
will be an orientation for those wanting
tQ k.Qow more at 6:30 p.m. on
Thursday in the Watab room in
Atwood Memorial Center.
The AIDS Ride begins in
Minneapolis on July 6. Six days later,
the ride ends in
Chicago. The riders
camp each night in
different places along
the route, which travels
through
Minnesota,
Wisconsin and Illinois.
"The first day iS
called the cenrury ride
because (the bikers) ride
I00 miles. The other
days they average about
80 miles a day," said
Amy
Murray,
recruitment
and
marketing manager for the Twin
Cities.Oticago AIDS Ride.
Riders registered for this year's ride
number 2000 at this time. Five
hundred are from Minnesota, 300 from
WISCOOSin and 1200 from Chicago.
"We want to get 500 more riders.."
Murray said. 'We have about 500 from
Minnesota, but we are looking for
1000."
The ride began five years ago, in
California. The first one went from San
Francisco to Los Angeles. The
following year, a ride from Boston to
New York was added. From there,
rides have sprung up all over the
country.
The 1\vin Cities began hosting an
AIDS ride in 1996. Since then, $ 10
million has been raised for the
beneficiaries of the local ride. Forty
million dollm have been raised by all
of the AIDS Rides together, making
the AIDS Ride the highest grossing
fund raiser for AIDS related agencies
in hi.story.
There are 20 beneficiaries of the
AIDS Ride. Seven are Minnesota
beneficiaries, all located in the Twin
4
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Cities area. Five are residential homes,
which house and care for people living
with the AIDS virus.
Archdiocesan AIDS Ministry is
another beneficial')'. This organization
educates people about preventing
contraction of the HN or AIDS virus
and also provides-support for women
and children with AIDS.
The final beneficiary is Open Amis
or Minneso<a, a food pantry for people
living with the AIDS. virus. The
organization delivers meals to people
and allows people to come and tjl)ce
rood when needed.
"Open Arms is really incredible,"
Murray said. "It is the only one of its
kind in the Twin Cities
area, and it helps people
when they are too sick to
care for themselves.
Sometimes they stop
eating and this keeps that
from happening."
Open Anns
or
Minnesota opened one
year ago, when they
served meals to 70 or 80
people, according to
Murray. Since then that
number has almost
tripled
''These beneficiaries are small ones
and they need every penny we can give

them to keep doing the work they do,"
Murray said.
A large number of college students
participate in the ride, according to
Murray. For the upcoming ride, both
the University of Minnesota and
Macalaster have charter teams riding.
"Pretty much every college has
been represented in the ride before.
Some schools even chose to give their
students academic credit for.the ride,"
Murray said.
.
Other ways college students can
make a difference in the fight against
AIDS are through other organizations.
The Minnesota AIDS Project hosts an
AIDS Walk in the Twin Cities each
year. This year it takes place on May
17.
Also that weekend in the Twin
Cites is a two day concert called
"Heart n-Soul" presenting about 10
acts a day as a benefit for Camp
Heartland, a camp for children living
with AIDS.
For more information about the
AIDS Rule, call J.8/XJ.825-/(){)(),
4
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Extension of area trail, events
Struthers
center in conference committee

PAGE 1

"I didn't knov,: he was going to resign until recently," Hovanetz S;aid.

"I knew something was going on· but not exactly what when I came back

by Kristin Albrecht
CO-NEWS EDITOR

The Beaver Island Trail System and the Central
Minnesota EvenlS Center are major leaders in

legislation at the state level.
Rep. Joe Opatz D-Dist. 16A is suppoiting and
following both of these bills in the Minnesota House of
Representatives.
For the trail's bill he is asking for the trail to be

extended from _its present entrance by the University
Bridge south of campus to 13th Street North.
"I was able to convince the House lO keep the $1.6
million bonding bill," Opatz said. ''The bill is now in
the conference committee and should be a part of the
final project."
Opatz said he would know more about the state_of
this bill in two weeks.
The Beaver Island Trail System includes two paved
trails that .run south of campus. One of these trails is set
aside for bikes and rollerbladers, and the other is for
pedestrians.
The proposed extension of the trail would run along
the bank of the Mississippi River and would be located
behind the university_ buildings of· Eastman Hall,
Stewart Hall and Mitchell Hall.
The Beaver Island Trail project is part of the on~
going SCSU Campus Master Plan and is expected to be
completed by the year 2000.
In regard to the events center, Opatz said everything
is in conference committee.
The conference committee is in charge of making
compromises on how much money if any will be given
for the building of the-center.
The events center bill in front of the House and
Seflate is for $25 million. The House is offering
$600,000 and the Senate is offering $550,000.
Opatz said the spending money for the events center
Shane Opatt/PHaro EDfTOR
Freshman Bethany Becker (left) and sophomore is also in conference committee.
got it in our bill," Opatz said. "Now it is up to
Karen Hendrickson (right) walk the Beaver the "We
governor to wade in and get involved with this
Island Trail along the Mississippi River.
issue."

v-faht ti,

from.he Washington trip."
She and five other Student Government members, along with two
students, each spent_ a few days. in the beginning of this quarter in
Washi~g~on. ~.c_.- Jobbying for the fyfinneS<}ta State Ui:iiversity Student
Assoc1at1on.
Hovanctz appointed Senator-at-Large Amy Hanson in Struthers' place.
HllJlson was the committee's vice chaiiwoman and is also the MSUSA
campus representative. .She· will retain her duties as a campus
representative td MSUSA but will have to leave her post as a voting
senator.
"She has been with the (finance) committee.for the last year and a
half," Struthers said.
Hanson will have a little help from Struthers 'even though he isn't a
student.
"I plan to be around in the office for consultation," Struthers said.
There are several positions a student can retain to serve on Student
Govemm~nt but · the only ones with voting privileges are the elected
positions of President, Vice President and Senator-at-Large. Chairpeople
are appointed to serve on various committees.
."It's a little bit of a shock," Hanson said. "But I knew it was a
possibility when I took the job as _vice chair."
"I knew, probably, Tuesday he was going to resign," she said. "I'm not
too disappointed at losing my voting rights. Though, I guess I am a little
because I'm the kind of person who likes answering questions and helping
people.
"All this really does is change my role in Student Government."
Hanson's position will require her to attend the committee's meetings
at 8 a.m. · on Mondays in addition to the weekly Student Government
meeting at 5 p.m. on Thursdays. She will need to find a replacement for
the now vacant vice chai_rperson's position.
'That's an internally elected position," she said. "We'll probably
discuss that at the Monday meeting."
Hanson is also now responsible for the submission of student
organization budgets for next year and the arbitration of special requests
for money from these organization.
As for Struthers, he is working full time for Gre<lc Foundries, Inc., and
said he is thinking of moving to Minneapolis this summer or fall.
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In 1985 Dahl won MIAC coach
of the year, -and then moved on to
coach at the University of
Wisconsin-River
Falls
the
following season.
Dahl coached at River Falls for
one season before becoming an
assistant under Herb Brooks at

SCSU and eventually being named
head coach in 1987.
"I'm real tappy for him because
he has been working hard and
deserves to get tb'at award," said
senior Sacha Molin, ' who was
unable lo play at the Final Five
tournament after breaking his foot
during the game against Michigan
Tech last weekend
"He's done a great job and he
always tries to get the best out of
each player," Molin said.
Dean Blais, head coach from the
University of North Dakota was
named last year's Coach of the Year
in the WCHA. UNO ended up
winning its first WCHA and NCAA
titles in 10 years.
"I thought he did a great job this
year," said Blais, who also won
American College Hockey Coaches
Association Coach of the Year last
season. "I voted for him, and year in
and year out he has an outstanding
team,"Blaissaid.
The Huskies 6-1 third-place loss
to Colorado College on Saturday
put the Huskies on the bubble of
advancing to the NCAA Division I
Hockey Tournament. Earlier in the
tournament, SCSU defeated UMD
4-3 and fell to UND 5-4 in the
second round of the FinaJ Five
playoffs.

· The officiaJ word came Sunday
afternoon as the Huskies found out
they were eliminated from the
tournament and that UNO, the
University
of
Wisconsin
and Colorado College would move
on.

The Huskies ended the season
with a fourth place finish in the
conference and the Final Five
. tournament. However, the Huskies
were projected to finished seventh
in the pre-season polls.
'This year's bunch wfis a real
coachable grollp of guys, and I've
said that since about a third of the
way into the season," Dahl said.
The second thing is I need to give
credit to Tom Serratore and Brett
Petersen because they are the guys
out pounding the pavement
recruiting all the athletes," Dahl
said.
Senior goaJtender Brian Leitza
was also named to the All-WCHA
Second Team and sophomore
defenseman Josh DeWolf was
named to the AII-WCHA Third
Team . .
'This year marks the fourth time
in the last Qve years the Huskies
have advanced to the Final Five, but
they have been eliminated every
time.
"We've have had some
consistency and I think the next step
is to win the thing, and we have to
get to that point," Dahl said. "We've
been around long enough now that
were not the new kid. on the
block anymore, and people kind of
know about us throughout the
country."
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"We're kind .of recycling the proposaJ that came and an ordinance would not be necessary. While,
up last year," explained Sonja Berg, president of the many local establishments have complied with this
city council.
• voluntary agreement, a few have not.
This ordinance would require that the local bars
The council's concern is not necessarily the
not charge any less for drinks after 8 or 9 p.m. This drinking or the specials. Berg said. they are
would serve to curb the excessive drinking before considering the safety of people driving home and
closing time because of the specials.
those on the streets after the bars do~.
Berg said last year the city council members and
She said some believe businesses should not be
people in the St. Cloud hospitality industry came to a regulated at all.- she noted it would be a challenge to •
voluntary agreement concerning drink specials.
pass the ordinance. Seven votes are required to
Berg said the hospitaJity industry had agreed not to approve the change.
offer any more late night drink specials. She said the
"We're not trying to regulate the industry, we're
hope w~ the agreement would lead to self-regulation, trying to look at health and safety," she explained.

Tournament
1be University of Wisconsin got an automatic
~rth after upsetting UND in Saturday nights FinaJ

Five championship game 3-2.
_
With Colorado College defeating SCSU 6-1 in the
11lird-Pla~e game, the Tigers received an at-large bid
after Boston College defeated the University of
Maine. Dahl said he likes the WCHA's chances of
bringing home another national title at this ye'ar's
tournament.
"We'll have to watch ind see what happens," Dahl

PAGE1
said. "We_ could have the potential to see three WCHA
teams in the Final Four and to me, I think we're better
than any of the teams in the ECAC CQnference."
The Huskies finished the season 22-16-2 and
finished in fourth place in both the WCHA regular
season and the playoffs.
"I'm proud · of our players for what they
accomplished," Dahl said. 'There were no egos and
every one of our guys were extremely coachable. So
that was very rewarding for me."
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Semesters benefit students
by Tyson Jahn

for us, and they shouldn't worry about completing the
generals this year because conversion is not difficult,"
Klepetar said.
Undergraduates could possibly be benefiting the
Judy Kilborn, a semester conversions counselor,
most from semester conversions that will occur in the said she thinks the conversion of the ENGL 162 and
1998-99 school year.
163 classes has been a little confusing.
According to Advising Center Director Steve
"We have quit offering ENGL 162, so studel).ts that
Klepetar, though, counselors in the Advising <;enter are have one or the other will either have to take a class this
~ very interested in helping students do the math on the
summer or take ENGL 191 next year," Kilborn said.
credit system for next year.
"Because of student demand,
' •'Students need lo know that
ENGL 163 classes were doubled
they have to complete the core,
this spring."
.
plus areas A, B and C, along
Kilborn said not all is Jost,
with PESS, which is a university
though, for students in this
requirement," Klepetar said.
situation, because the ENGL
My
is
'The totaJ has to equal 40 credits
162 or 163 courses can be used
to complete the general
in other areas besides the core.
''ENGL 162 can count as a
f:ducation requirements."
According to Klepctar, firstgeneral elective," Kilborn said.
• year students will be getting the
"E>.rery credit is transferable. It's
Steve Klepetar
~nefit of the doubt when it
just a matter of finding out
DIRECTOR OF ADVISING CENTER
comes to semester conversions.
where it goes."
"In the quarterly credit
Klepetar said he also wants
count, students need 70 credits,
t0 make students aware that for
which will equal 47 semester credits," K.lepetar, said. those who haven't taken any speech courses, there will
"Students are saving two classes, and students wh<? probably be room in the courses next fall.
come
into
our
office
"Most of the students we see have completed
usually find they are further than they think."
speech, but the big difference is English," Klepetar
Klepetar's main concern is students will not said. "I would say about two-thirds of the students have
get their credits converted this year, and then they're the core done."
going to be rushing the issue on the day of registration
-Klepetar also has some good advice for those
next year.
students trying to convert their quarter credits into ·
"My main concern is to get these students to come semester credits.
in early," Klepetar said. 'The earlier the better. Right
"Students should be aware that they have to
now the most we have had is 36 students in a day, and ffiultiply quarter credits by .67 to get the equivalent in
the low is right around 20. We would like to see 30 semesters," Klepetar said.
students a day, instead of a lot on registration day."
For those students looking for advising help on
According to Klepetar, -converting credits for semester conversion, they are encouraged to visit the
students has not been a problem for the counselors, arid Advising Center in the Administrative Building, room
he is encouraging students not to worry about IOI. Office hours for counseling are Mondays,
completing all requirements before semester changes Tuesdays and Thursdays from 8:30 am. until 4:30
occur.
p.m., on Wednesdays from 8:30 am. to 3:45 p.m. and
''First-year students don't usually present a problem on Friday from 8:30 to 3 p.m.
STAFF WRITER

main concern to
get these students to
come in early.
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The club will hold its first
~ting April 2 from noon to I
p.m. in Atwood Memoria1 Center.
Celebrate Entrepreneur Day
will be May 14 at SCSU. There
will be key entrepreneurs

speaking in the morning about
financing, staffing and the
managing of activities. These

people are also the judges of the
entrepreneur awards. There will
also be a luncheon where the
Minnesotll'·
Collegiate
Entrepreneur awards will giv~n

and David Anderson, founder and
CEO of Famous Dave's of
America wi ll be speaking.
Anderson is also the 1997 Ernst

and Young Enirepreneur of the
Year. He is focusing on what

entrepreneurship J)rovides people.
"Anderson is an interesting,
dynamic speaker," Rodgers said.

'This day will be an excellent way
to network with influential
entrepreneurs and businesses in
the area"
The awards being given are the
1998 Minnesota Collegiate
Entrepreneur Awards. These
awards recognize outstanding
undergraduate students who have
established and are operating
businesses. The application
deadline is April 9, and those
interes1ed should contact Rodgers.
Thn;e places wilf be given and
the first place is $500 and a $500
travel allowance because this
person will represent Minnesota at
the North American Awards in St.
Louis, Mo. The North American
Awards carry a $3,000 first place
prize and a donation of $1,000 to ·
lhe winner's school.

•201 8 8 th St. N • St. Cloud•(320) 252-2600 •
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EDITORIAL

Students create
campus beauty
W9uld you spit on your mother's living room floor?
What about a staircase in the White House or even the
carpet in 'your bedroom?
·
No, probably not.
Well, why would you spit on the floor in Atwood
Memorial Center or in the hall on your way to a class
in the Mathematics and Science Center?
Students have been spotted hacking and spitting on
the floors of buildings and in drinking fountains around .
campus. This disgusting and rude trend has been
occurring too frequently. Some days, walking to class is
more risky than crawling through a field of landmines.
The floors are slick with saliva and other unsavory
fluids.
Yuck.
SCSU is a beautiful place - _pleasing and well cared
for. The school has a good academic reputation and a
fabulous location on the Mississippi River. The campus
1s always landscaped, plowed and looking nice - in the
summer it is a beautiful bouquet.
The cost of living, tuition and fun mean students
spend several thousand dollars to attend school at
SCSU. This is equivalent to the cost of a new car.
Imagine it sitting in your driveway - a shiny,
unscratched paint job. The sticker is still in the window
and the protective plastic has barely come off of the
interior. You inhale the new car scent and your hands
are the first to touch the steering wheel.
Now, imagine your cousin Joe climbing into the
passenger's seat to go for a ride with you. The first
thing he does is roll down the window and spit
outside - hitting the side window of your brand new
car. He tries to wipe it off with his sweaty fingers.
Suddenly your new car isn't so fresh anymore - the
beauty has a big smudge on it. Why would you want to
be so barbaric and sour beauty by spitting <m it?
The car exists to serve you - it relies on you to
maintain it and keep it nmning properly. If you treat the
car well it will rim like a dream - if you run it hard and
use it carelessly, it will not last, and eventually it will
not be worth anything.
This university and the experiences to be had here
are the same as that prized car.
·
Every facility, event and employee is to benefit
students - if treated well, they boost you into your
destiny. If not, they will be destroyed and disappear
faster.than a neglected car.
.
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Writing coals spark career fire
restaurant's menu
summary and description
of that meal.
So, I ignore him and
someone.
lately my writing is a
I always read with a
pen in my hand stumbling exploration of
when something
my life and confusion.
Sometimes I consider . ·
touches me or is
just amazing, I
my love and my friends,
underline it.
other times it is about life
There is no other and the route my day and
dreams have taken.
way to savor a
I have one friend who
book.
But, I think I
inspires me. He is a
burning, white coal in a
do not want
success enough - I
frrepit of career fantasies
haven' t begun my novel.
- phone calls, work hours
Many other fascinating
and job offers are like
things have
tinder
tapped me
feeding his
growing
on the
shoulder and
flame. His
made me
His words are a fire is
and
tum away
meal -nry attempt glorious
burning
from the
keyboard to at sharing them
steadily.
watch.
Although,
resembles a
These
I want to
other stories
restaurant's
bum like he
does. I know·
seem more
-menu
magical and
summary my words
meaningful
and description carmot
survive at
than my
qf that meal
own. I know - ~ ~ - - - - - - those same
! have the power to write
temperatures or my typing
and reach people. But at
paper would scorch.
ang
this time my sluggish pen
My frre is built
writes nothing as real and differently. Life, love and
poignant as the scribe in
friends are the gentle
my mind dictates. By the
breeze farming the flames.
I know if I wait, watch
time I manage to record
and believe, my frre will
the words scuttling from
However, as an author
grow steady and strong
his tongue, the tingling,
and a lover of words, such spicy flavoring is lost.
like his and I'll see my
words aglow on a page
treatment of a book means
His words are a meal it has been appreciated
my attempt at sharing
and know they bum in
someone's
thoughts.
and enjoyed. It signifies
them resembles a

Last Friday, I unlocked
the door to my bedroom
and the green desk
holding my word
processor and the white
wall behind it were
blanketed in
warm, sunset glow.
This fiery light
warmed me and the
numb feeling left
my fmgers as I
placed a brittle,
yellow piece of
paper in the starved
jaws of my word
processor and dusted o.ff ·
its silent keys.
My eyes sparkled and I
fmally had an answer for
those determined, ghostly
words ·that have patiently
held me and whispered
undemanding suggestions
in my ears late at night
while I have shivered in
bed these many winter
months.
My career dream is
simply to make a
comfortable living with
my words and sometime
in the•next few years to
spot my first book
tattered, tom and loved on
library shelves; or damp
sandy after summer
days spent beside a
Minnesota lake.
Some may see this kind
of book "abuse" as a sign
of disrespect to the author.

a

that writer's work has had
an impact on a reader - it
meant something to

• •
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Husky hockey
proves hottest
ticket in town
The Husky•s hockey·season came to an end.,,,
Sunday when' tM' selection committee failed to give
the team a berth in the NCAA Division I hockey
tournament.

Looking back on the season, it's fairly amazing the
team and its fans even had to wony about sweating

out the final weeks of the season, hoping that a
winning streak would be enough to push the Huskies
into the national tournament.
Consider the way the Huskies
played against Notre Dame, and
then against Mankato in the first
two weeks of the season. A long•
time Huskies observer looked my
way and said, "It.could be a really
long season."
·
But it wasn't. Brian Leitza goi
as hot as a goalie could have been
MARTY
and the Huskies led the Western
S
Collegiate Hockey Ass9Ciation
UNDVALL
standings at the holiday break.
George Awada scored three short-handed goals one
night at the National Hockey Center, the final tally
coming in overtime. The Huskies hit on all cylinders
and beat North Dakota in front of a frenzied crowd at
the NHC.
A sweep of the Gophen;. Need we say more?
With all due respc;ct to every other sports team at
SCSU and in St. Cloud, the Huskies hockey team was
the best ticket in town this winter and will be again
next year. But something is missing ... and then it
was found on an afternoon the Huskies were on the
road.
·
Roseau and St. Cloud's Apollo put 4,500 people in
the seats in a high-energy high school hockey
atmosphere one Saturday at the NHC.
At stake was a trip to the Class AA high school
hockey tournament. The colors were on display on
both sides and the NHC staff let loose with the
high-tech light show for the introduction of both
teams.
But-what brought the scene to a crescendo was the
presence of two bands: Live music. No compact-disc
preprogrammed sourld effects.
It's hard to imagine the difference it would make,
but even in. the stale corporate setting of Mariucci
Arena, the presence of the Gopher pep band lends a
real college air to the game.
And that's what should be aimed at. Could one
imagine Duke and Kentucky playing for a Final Four
basketball berth Sunday without either team's band
there? It would be almost-un-Arnerican in a way.
I don't know why SCSU doesn't have a band play
at home games, some political thing I imagine. But I
do know it kind of looks silly to have the skating
cheerleaders do a routine t0 a MetaJlica song.
The only time the St. Cloud State rouser was
played at the National Hockey Center was during
Senior Night. A worker at the game turned and asked,
"What's this?" And then she was told that tune was
the school rouser. "Oh, really?"
The rouser was a hit at basketball games this
season, and I have no doubt it would work at hockey
games, too. And while it would be acceptable to play
a prerecorded version, it would be way better if it was
played live - by a band, the way it's supposed to be at
college games.

I

Book shows hidden history
Holocaust, the ruthlessness the
Gennan Nazi were committed to
six million Jews in World War II,
is a ,yell-known fact today. Much
fewer people, however, are aware
what the Japanese military had
done to Chinese people during
the same period of time. Nan.king
massacre is one of the most
brutal incidents in which the
Japanese systematically raped,
tortured and murdered more than
300,000 Chinese civilians in the
city of Nanking in .December
1937.
'The Rape of Nanking - The
Forgotten Holocaust of World
War II'' is the first English book
ever written on this horrible

event. It was first published in
December 1997, and has been on
the New York 7imes bestseller list
(non-fiction, hardcover) for
several consecutive weeks,
ranked as high as· No. 11. In that
book, the author, Iris Chang,
provides a detailed account of
Nanking massacre based on the
extensive interviews with
survivors and newly discovered
documents in four different
languages she gathered in -her
research.
Unfortunately, Japanese
government continues to deny
this orgy of cruelty seldom if
ever matched in world history. In
additi,~m, Cold War led to a

concerted effort on the part of the
West and even the Chinese to
court the loyalty of Japan and
stifle open discussions of this
atrocity, which Chang tenns "a·
second rape."
Now the book is available
in the SCSU library: (I) hope
revisiting this part of history
would provide us with new
insights on war, human nature
and how we should work
together to prevent similar
tragedy from happening
again.
Jiping Zuo
Associate Professor
Sociology
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KVSC 88.1 FM fro ram Guide
Time
5:30-6am

6:o·o am

Monday

Saturday

Tuesday Wednesday Thursday

7:00am

' MORNING SHOW•

FRETS

KVS.C presents a mellow
morning program filled with
music, news, sports, and weather.

8:00 am
9:00 am

FOLK
AND
BLUEGRASS
MUSIC

11:00am

JAZZ

SHOW
WITHOUT
A NAME

1:00l?m
PROGRESSIVE .ROCK
Perteet to listen to at work, school ·

or home. Requests are welcome.

3:00 pm

ANISHINABE

INEWEWIN

7:00 pm

ALTERNATIVE
13

THE

10:00pm

DIVERSIONS
News. weather and information, plus an
eclectic mix of jazz, blues, reggae,
classic rock, world and folk music.

AREA

CRISPY

Local

BACON

&
Minnesota
Music

WHOLE

LOTTA
BLUES

New MusicShowca,e

FEMALE
ARTISTS

SUNSPLASH

NEWS EDITION

5:00 pm

BEAT
MdOEAN
TRIP-HOP &
ACIOJAZZ

SISTERS
REGGAE

4:00 .pm

9:00 pm

THRIVING

1---------------------+-----+-THE BIG

2:00 pm

8:00 pm

SERVED
FiRESH&I-IOT

TRAOITIQNAL

MORNING SHOW
NEWSWATCH -- Comprehensive News Hour

6:.00 pm

ECLECTIC
BREAKFAST

ONA
RIFF

1 o:ooam t - - - - - - - J
7 A"'z=z=e=o=1=T1~D7N ~ - - - - - - - l

12:00pm

Sunday

BLUES BEFORE SUNRISE ·

I-------------------~---~----'--'

URBAN
INVASION
HIP HOP
RAP

WORLD
BEAT

GRANITE CITY

ROCK CAFE
Alternative Rock of
the ?O's, BO'S & 90's

I - - - - + -UNDER·
- - - +PROGRESSIVE
---+----<

CLASSIC
ROCK&
ROLL
Tune In
Tum On

SKA

MONDAY NIGHT

ROCK
BONANZA
~~::~~
r-----~
~==~---~--~-------~-----1

u,e

11:00pm

LP.OF THE

FEATURED ARTIST SPOTLIGHT (11 :00 TO 12:00) c~iWfR'l~K
WES<
, 12:00am t - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - ~ - - - ~ - - - ~ - - - - l
1:00am

PROGRESSIVE

ROCK

INSC>IVINIA

H E A V E.N

ediJcorertng ...
Department of Residential Lile

Tuesday, March 24
Herbert - Itasca Room
8:30 a. m. - 3:30 p. m.
Choose to return to the residence halls
and take advantage of these benefits:
• choice of room, floor and hall to match your lifestyle
• semester cont~acts and -optional meal plans
• free use of a ~ic;ofridge for the 98-99 year when two
returners sign-up to live together on February 10
• discounted summer housing rates
• and much, much more !!!

Room Selection '98
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Final Five dooms SCSU Tennis

splits on
weekend
road trip
by Sean LaFavor
STAFF WRITER

The SCSU men's tennis teaoi. has only
three matches remaining on its regular

Scott Andtrson/SrAFF f'HOTOGRAPHfll

SCSU senior goaltender Brian Leitza sits in disbelief as he looks at the scoreboard replay of Colorado College's sixth goal
that put the Tigers up 6-1 Saturday afternoon at the Bradley Center In Milwaukee, Wisc.

Huskies rally for victory;
fall to Norlh Dakota,
Colorado College
by Rob LaP/ante
SPORTS EDITOR

MILWAUKEE - Even with senior Brian
l.,itza standing on his head, the SCSU hockey
team's NCAA Tournament bid was foiled after
dropping Saturday's Third Place Qame to the
Colorado College 1igel'$ 6-1.
Leitza's heroics were evident in Thursday's
single-elimination game against the
University of Minnesota-Duluth.
UMD fired 22 fir,;1-period shots at Leitza.
but the senior goaltender stopped 21 of them
keeping the Huskies in the game.
Leitza said the team came out flat, but the
level of play picked up as the game werit on.
"Early on, the guys weren' t moving their
feet very well," Leitza said. "Later in the
game, they picked up their level of play and

started playing really well."
The level of play began to rise after UMD
got goals from Colin Anderson and Mike
Peluso. Peluso's thint-period goal looked to
seal the victory for UMD after he skated down
the right circle and blew a 25-fooc. slapshot
past Leitza, putting the Bulldogs up 3-1.
The Huskies began their surge I:57 after
Peluso's goal as sophomore center Mau Noga
scored a power-play goal at 5:56 of the third
period
Afteroutshooting the Bulldogs 18-5 in the
third period, it was the 19th shot of the period
that finally tied the game 3-3, after junior

defenseman Geno Parrish picked up a loose
puck and fi~ it past UMD goalie Tony
Gasparini with five seconds left in
regulation.
Gasparini and the Bulldogs were furious,
as replays showed a Husky player being tied
up in the crease and holding Gasparini'sjersey
as Parrish scored.
'1lle puck was sitting in front of the net
and someone had a hold·of my jersey," said
Gasparini, who was making his first collegiate
start in goal '1 lost sight of the puck and
couldn't move my glove hand, and the next
thing I know, the puck was in the net."
The goal stood and lhe Huslcies and UMD
headed into overtime.
Only 3:40 into the first overtime,
sophomore forward Matt Bailey finished the
comeback, as he tired home a loose puck over
the stretched-out Gasparini, and SCSU
survived4-3.
"It was complete garbage for me.," Bailey
said describing the game-winning goal.
''Gasparini made the save and I was there to
tap it home. I thought Gaspo played awesome
for them and really stepped up to the
plate."
The Huskies fired 51 shots at the junior
goaltender, who was starting in pJace, of the
injured Brant Nicklin. Leitza stopped 45 of 48
shots forSCSU.
1be victory set up Friday afternoon's
showdown with the University of North
Dakota
UNO, the defending national champs
played like champions early, as they
threatened to blow out SCSU,jumping t0 a 3- .
Olead
Junior forward George Awada's secondperiod goal CUI the deficit 10 3- 1, but a third-

period goal by UND's Brad DeFauw put
North Dakota up 4-1.
North Dakota's leading scorer Jason Blake,
who scored UND's third goal, said the
Huskies appeared to be a bit fatigued through
most of the game.
"We knew they would be tired after
playing the night before," Blake said
''We were a bit tired at first," Awada said.
'!But you have to black that out, and we came
Olli and played hard in the third period."
The Huskies cut the lead to 4-2 after a
power-play goal by senior Jason Stewart.
Stewart took a pass from sophomore
forward Mike Rucinski and fired a wrist shot
that went ·top shelf past UND goalie Karl
Goehring.
At 18:28 of the third period, SCSU junior
forward Ryan Frisch_,drove home a loose puck,
cutting the lead to 4-3 and reviving the
Huskies memories of the night before.
The Huskies took a timeout and eventually
pulled Leitza for an extra attacker.
""(SCSU Head Coach) Craig Dahl look lhal
timeout to try and get his team on the same
wavelength as the night before," said UND's
Head Coach Dean Blais.
With Leitza pulled, Rucinski was camped
at the side of the net and fired a shot that hit
Goehring in the shoulder and bounced loose,
but no Husky could get to the rebound.
That was the last good oppon.unity the
Huskies got as UNO survived4-3, setting up a
rematch of last year's Third Place Game after
Colorado College was defeateil by the
University of WISCOnsin in the night game.
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season ~hedule before the Huskies begin
defense of their North Central Conference
tournament championship, April 26 to 27
at the St. Cloud TeMis Center.
This past weekend, the Huskies
traveled to southern Minnesota for a game
against Winona State University and
Wheaton College of Chicago.
Agai'nst WSU Friday, the Huskies
downed the Warriors in the nine-match set
6-3, and lost to Wheaton, one of the top
Division ID teMis schools in the country,
5-2.
Senior Kyle Freske was theonJy singles
player to lose, as he was downed 4•6, I•6.
Senior Nick Kettenhofen and freshmen
Todd Bishop, Troy Pilger, Brian Fe.ddema
and Jason Leopold all won singles matches
for the Huskies.
"Nick Kettenhofen played pretty well
(against WSU) at second singles," said
junior Aaron Slack. "He had a tough
doubles match, but he played really well at
singles. One of our new guys, (Bishop) is
undefeated at singles. He had a good
match."
At doubles against the Warriors, the
team of Freske/Kettenhofen dropped their
match to the Warriors top pair 9-7, while
the combinations of Joe Cheney/Feddema
won their match 8·5, and Slack/Kyle
Klawiter won 8-1.
Bishop was the starting point guard for
the SCSU men's basketball team this past
winter, and ..has won singles matches
against WSU and last weekend against the
University of Minnesota-Duluth, and split
his doubles matches since joining the
tennis team, including a victory against
Concordia College last weekend in Duluth.
His presence should help solidify the
Husky lineup.
"A week or two ago, (our lineup) was
completely up in the air," Kettenhofen, a
junior, said. "We're starting to get more of
a solid lineup now. Bishop has come in and
is playing third singles now, but he's a
really good player. So we're going to see if
he will move up right now or stay there at
three."
On Saturday, it was the depth of
Wheaton College that did the Huskies in.
"Wheaton was a stronger team (than
Winona State)," said sophomore Joe
Cheney. "They had better players up and
down the lineup. WSU was probably just
as strong as Wheaton on the top, but they
weren't even close at the bottom."
Victorious against Wheaton Were
Kettenhofen and Bishop in singles, while
Fresl<e, Pi lger, Feddema, and Leopold lost
singles matches. All three doubles
combinations dropped their matches.
The Huskies will be in action next
weekend against St. Mary's University at
the St Cloud Terulis Center.
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Final Five
NeitheJ the Huskies nor CC had
time 10 mourn their losses, as the
winner of Saturday's Third Place

game would likely be invited to the
NCAA Tournament.
The Huskies, who were forced
to play comeback in the first two

games, shot themselves in the foot
again Saturday, as CC jumped to a
3-0 lead.
The three-goal lead held up until
freshman
forward
Brandon
Sampair put the Huskies on the

board at 3:41 of the third pericxl.
The goal cut the CC lead to 3-1,
and DahJ said the game was still in
hand.
• -:,
"I felt early in the game, we had
a lot of reaJ good opportunities, but
couldn't put the puck in the net,"
Dahl said.
An SCSU comeback was not in

PAGE
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three years in a row," Dahl said.
"But I would like to have our
players go to ·the NCAA
Tournament just once to have that
first experience under their belt." ,
The Huskies finished the season
22-16-2 overall, and despite not
making it to the post-season
tournament, senior captain Andy
Vicari said the season was still a
success.
"At the beginning of the year,
we w.ere picked to finish seventh
and we finished fourth and
should've finished second," Vicari
said. 'That just shoWs what type of
players we have in that every player
on this team lear6s to work
hard."

.

WCHA Award Winners

store Saturday, as CC sophomore
forward Toby Petersen scored his

1997-98 WCHA Fi..t Team
Pos. Name
team
pis.

second goal of the game midway
through the third period, and the
Tigers tacked on two more goals, en
route to a 6:- t victory.
'1 thought even when the score
was 3-1, we were getting good
pressure on (CC goaltender) Jason
Cugnet," Dahl said "But that founh

F-Brian Swanson
F-Jason Blake
F-Andre Savage
D-Curtis Murphy
D-Craig Anderson

goal was a. killer. We could never
get back on track after their fourth

goal."
Leitza stopped 37 of 43- Tiger
shots and faced a total of 133 shots
during the ·weekend.
The Huskies found out Sunday
afternoon that their season came to
an end after the 12-team
tournament pool didn't include

scsu.

239
198
196
290
159

G--Karl Goehring UND

223

1997-98 WCHA Second Team
Pos. Name
team
pis.
F-Steve Reinprecht UW
F-Reggie Berg
UM
F-Dave Hoogsteen UNO
D-Andy Sutton
MflJ

183
158
152
152

D-Cal Elfring

CC

I30

G-Brian Leitza

SCSU

183

1997-98 WCHA Third Team
Pos. Name
team
pis.
F-WyattSmith
UM
114
F-Mike Peluso
UMD
I IO

Scott Anderson/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER.

SCSU junior forward Ryan Frisch (20) hits UNO defenseman Brad Williamson Friday at the Bradley
Center. Frisch would later score, but UNO won 4-3 advancing to the championship game.
F-Paul Comrie
DU
D-Scott. Swanson
D--Josh DeWolf
G-Doug Teskey
UAA

cc
scsu

JOO
126
121
77

1997-98 WCHA Rookie Team
Pos. Name
team
pis.
F-Jeff Panzer
UND
56
F-Mark Rycroft
DU
44
F--Kevin Granato uw
24
D-Paul Manning cc
26

--------,
Career

"We have been to the Final Five

r

CC
UND
M11J
UNO
UW

D-Ryan Coole
UMD
D-Trevor Hammer UNO
·a-Karl Goehring UND

18
18
61

WCHA Coach of the Year

Craig Dahl, SCSU

WCHA Individual Honors

WCHA Student-Athlete of Year
Mitch Vig, UNO

WCHA Player of the Year
Curtis Murphy, UND

WCHA Defensive Player of Year
Andy Sutton, MTV

WCHA Freshman of the Year

Matt Henderson, UNO

&

Karl Goehring, UND

Bring in a new
member ...
Both you and your
new member

1
I
FR££,
I Opportunities I
I Competitive Pay I
I .- Benefits
I ~ THE°8iJ1gO
I Work in the community with people I EMPORIUM
who have disabilities.
I
I
I
I
I.
I
I
I
I
I
_J
L
play a regular
session package

•

HOURS:

Wedne~d.a:,,s

Brunch 'N Bingo . • • •• , , . .. 11:00 a.m.

Even in,: Sus ion • Every Enninz

Early Birds .
Regular

6:30 p.m.
7;1S p.m.

Session ...... .... ..
~;:,!i~ssi~~:::::::::: :::~: ~ :::: ~very Fridai;;
Wed.• Fri., Saf. and Sun. t,,falinees

Nigl,/ Sml,,ns

Saturday Night .

. • . I0:00 p.m.

2820 So. 1st St.
1 Block South of Red Lobster
St. Cloud, t.-lN
320-252-3607

*rapid advancement potential

*Twin Cities suburban locations
*no prior experience necessary

Look for us at the Job Fair in the Atwood
Center on March 26th!

8uMMER. Rl>=T WCllK

Lost Lake Lodge, near Brainerd Minn., is hiring waitsta:ff and
housekeepers. It is an intimate resort with an uncommonly good
·working envi~nment. Room and Board available.

For more information

---------

Fill out an on-line application at www.lost/J.ke.com/jobs.html

call ACR at (612)488-9991
an EEO/AA Employer

e-mail pm@lost lake.1.'0lll • 6415 Lost Lake Rd, Lak, Short, MN 56468 • T,H218) 963-2681
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Cornerbackstands out
in more ways than one
by Tyson Jahn

Miller said his strong perfonnances in
football have somewhat carried over to his
success in track, but his technique has been
Along with gearing up to play football one of his strongest improvements in his
next year, sophomore sprinter Lany Miller game.
"Lifting weights has helped my career
adds a little ,spark to the SCSU men and
in track," Miller said. "Working on my
women's track and field team.
technique
has helped me succeed in both
''Track helps me keep my speed and
·
conditioning for football," Miller said. "It sports."
Dill
said
Miller will be one of the many
keeps me in shape and out of trouble."
As a meinber of the SCSU footba11 athletes he will look to this season as a
team, the startingA.:omerback and leading leader on the"team with both the men and
interception leade-;: for the 1998 season, women having strong competition in the
Miller said he started running because ·or likes of North Dakota State University and
South Dakota State University. •
his family influence.
"It's really the people that came on
"My father and brother were in track,"
Miller said "I always kind of wanted to during the indoor season that will be our
consistent perfonners," Dill said. "We just
run track, because they did."
Miller said the favorite of the twO· have to stay injury-free and practice on a
sports that he plays is football, but football consistent basis."
Like the indoor proved, field events
doesn't come between him and his goals
were very strong for the Huskies, and Dill
for both, indoor and outdoor track.
"Football is always first, and I do track said he believes it will stay that way
because it helps me at football," Miller through the outdoor season. Dill also has
said. "My goals for track, though, are to acknowledged his seniors · for their
make nationals and improve my times. We contributions not only for this season, but
have a strong chance in the 4xl00 and in throughout lheir careers.
"Field events have traditionally been
the 4x400 to go to nationals."
'
SCSU Head Coach Tracy Dill said "consistent and strong for us," Dill said. "I
Miller's ability to be very versatile as an always hope our seniors have the best
athlete has really helped him, not only in season and finish real positive. Our seniors
have been tremendous and have provided
football, but in track as well.
"Miller is ·a quality perfonner with lhe team with great leadership."
.Dill said he is expecting most of the
great range and the ability to run short
distances as well," Dill said. "He's a real same athletes who participated in indoor
track
to be on the outdoor s,quad as well.
competitor and a goal-oriented person and
"We have a few athletes that won't
both sports, football and track, have.helped
him out. He can run anything between the compete, but the majority will," Dill said.
"We'll pick up some on the women's side,
100 all the way up to the 400."
though."
Sophomore Larry Miller practices his sprints Friday at Halenbeck Fieldhouse.
STAFF WRITER

Thomas Moore, Inc. will be having
on-campus interviews on
March 27, 1998
Thomas Moore specializes in the placement of tempor-JI)'
and regular full-time accounting, finance and banking professionals. Our dient list includes the full range of rnrpora·cions from entrepreneurial, high growth firms to Fortune
500 companies.
If you are interested in obtaining a summer position or a
full-time position ind are able to relocate to the Twin Cities,
please call Rebecca Lemcke at (612) 338-4884 or stop by
our booth during -St. Cloud State University's Summer:
Internship Fair to ~;hedule an on-campus interview.

Thomas Moore. Being the Best.
(612) 338-4884 .
Equal Oppottunity Employer/ No

Fees or Contr-.icts

Camp WinnebagoCaledonia, Minnesota
Serving the recreational needs of adults
and children with special needs. Camp is
located on 116 beautiful acres in the historic Bluff Coilllty region. Summer camp
rWlS JWle 8 through August 23. Staff are
given weekends off and a one week break
in July. Stop by our booth at the Job Fair,
March 26 from 10 a.m.- 2 p.m. for more

You are guaranteed a
rewarding experience!

'E,ft,,,~1-Vtr~ent Pvn~
A-sfettivness

i rA-iifln1fti'"Wg~en
The workshop will
· Assertiveness, Conflic
Self-esteem, B

UN1VERSITY Chronicle

Four bedroom townhomes for individuals
or groups up· to four. . .
C~mRus Clipper ,and Nfetro Bµs Service
with_thre)' trips per hous to

_scsu

".

Features Include: • Heated Swimming Pool
• Sand Volleyball Court • Free Parking/Outlets
• Phone/Cable In Bedrooms _- Ceiling Fans in
Bedrooms • Keyed Bedroom Locks
• Microwave/Dishwasher • Air Conditioning
• Lai-ge Storage Room • Frost Free Refrigerator
• Laundry Facilities • Vending Machines
• Individual Leases • Pleasant/Quiet Atmosphere

JohnRyCluBIBII
Friday Mar~h 27
RldCIPpat
come Eariy for

aPRE-PARTY with the Band!

8-10 p.m.
11E fllST IDIIJ IS 1111 TIBIIII-

Uonfused
about
Uom.puters?
Let the Academic
Computer Service help
you solve all of your
computer problems by
attending any of the
various computer
workshops.

Tuesday. ·March 24
Night Security Staff:
• average fifteen hours weekly.
• maintain the safety & well-being of
residence hall students and building.
• are trainined to administer residence hall
policies and emergency situations.

Minimum Qualifications:
' 2.0 GPA
• completion of 36 credits
•knowledge of the residence halls
Applications are available within the
Residential Life Office and are due by
March 27. Please contact the Residential
Life Office with any questions at 255-2166.
( S tudent,. fro.n prot<ecte d cla,.,..,,. are encouragrd to appl y .)

Job Searching on the Internet
11 a.m.-noon
Intro to the Internet
1-3p.m.

\Veduesdav. Marcia 25
Dialup Access to Campus Network
1-2p.m.

Thursdav. March 26
E-Mail
1-3p.m.
No registration is required for these workshops,
but arrive early to ensure a seat.
For more information contact the Academic
Computer Services Helpdesk at 2077

Monday,

Pakistani Night invites
sharing ·of food, culture

SCSU graduate Fauzia Warsi served a dessert called Sawanya to
students waiting in line at Pakistani Night. The event served
about 400 people, and they used all the food they had prepared
the day before.
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Above, juniors (left to right) Arsalan Wasi, Habib Ahmed, Amir Jamal and Shiraz Sartaj
sing Quwali on the Atwood Ballroom stage. The song represents God's beauty.
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The Pakistani group, "Raat" performed Pakistani, English, Indian
and Spanish songs at the end of the evening. "Raat" has been
performing for 15 years and was brought to St. Cloud from
Chicago by the Pakistani Student Council.

p
h.
e

Pakistani Night included cultural Information provided by the Council of Pakistani
Students. Brochures, a video and a map showed a broader awareness of Pakistan. Myron
and Connie Umerski observe the map displayed on the west side of Atwood Memorial
Center.
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Mike Lane plays niusic for your mind
by Melissa GIiman
DIVERSIONS EDITOR

Mike Lane is not waiting for the
afterlife to enlighten him; he learns
through music.
·
Lane will perfonn at 8 p.m.
tomorrow at the Quarry. His new
CD, Good Luck wjth Electricity, hit
the shelves last Thursday.
A few of the
songs on the

"Glad it's all over" deal with people
who -don't live their lives to a full
extent
"We're lighter than air, stripped
of our shrouds, just laughing at
humans, yeah them and all their

troubles. Isn:t it great walking with
angels up in the clouds? Isn't it
great dailcing With angels? I'm glad
it's allover."
The idea
fOr the song

album, "Bein&
here
·<f' isn't

came

from

Lane's belief
that people are
the midnighr?
enveloped in
I have always h{Ul . an "angel
hours"
and
''That's
all
culture."
an appreciation
Karl," discuss
"I wonder
wasted
time for people who
if people put
and the search
too
much
not
heart
into
forfufillment,
belief or hope
"We are so
in some son of
their
writing
but
involved in our
future -reward,
culture now, in
also a good
rather
than
terms of o.ur
actually living
amount of craft.
work-a-day
a
fully
life, wondering
involved lifC
Mike lane
what else is
while they are
MUSICIAN
there besides
here."
work
and
Lane grew
acquiring
up
in
things."
Baltimore and was the founder of
Lane said he takes a long drive the post•punk band, the Sunday
with no destination when, "I feel Cannons.
like rm sitting too long and not
Between 1987 and 1991 they
doing something when I know I played .with diverse bands like the
should be."
. Bodeans, Connells, Judybats, Soup
The aJlure of Lane's songs is the Dragons, Throwing Muses and ',foo
catchy beats framing intelligent and Much Joy.
wise lyrics. The lyrics to the song,
enough," ' 1AU..

onb'

put

IUivernty Prag-an l3omJ
.M-F 8 a.m.-4.30
Atwood Center

(320)255-2205

The
Sunday.
Cannons
contributed to two regional
compilations, released a vinyl EP,
'Red to the Rind and had several
cassette•only releases.
Lane aJso released the solo
aJOOm, Heston Haiku in 1995 . .•
Jay
Krasnow,
Lane's
spokespe·r..on and co-producer, said
the new CD is unique. '1t blends
together many different eras."
Krasnow and Lane met in
Minneapolis about three .years ago.
At the time, Krasnow urged Lane to
put out a new CD. Lane was
hesitant.
"He waited for his songs to take
On a life of their own," Krasnow
said.
After working in the studio for
almost two years, Lane is ready to
share his music live.
~1 have always had an
appreciation for people who put not
only heart into their writing but
also a good amount of craft into
their recording," Lane said.
He admires bands like the
Beatles and XTC who spent time
fine tuning their alb.Jms.
Lane played at the Java Joint a
few years ago, but he tends to stay
in Minneapolis.
"There'S always something
going on in Minneapolis. It's
amazing how much music
comes out of this town - a lot of it
quite interesting and good,'' Lane
said.
Contestants for Battle of the

Promo photo of Mike Lane from his new CD, Good luck w~h e/ectricily.
Unsigned Bands may learn
something about the music industry
from Lane's career.
"It's definitely been a struggle
for me, and I haven't made a lot of
money, but
I think thC
most important thing is to be true to
yourself,"Lane said
Oftentimes, bands will try to
replicate the sound and style of a hit
song. Lane said bands don't

succeed this way.
"If what comes from your
heart isn't trendy at the moment,
don't give up hope, because the
pendulum swings, and maybe it
will swing back your way."
The Spotlight Performance
concert is free to studenis and the

community. For more infonnation,
contact the University Program

Boanl at 255-2205.

Aviation Semester ,
&:

Internship
Advising

April 1, 1998
Wednesday
11 :00 am OR 4:00 pm
Headley Hall 228

Questions?
ontai::t Pat Mattson in HH 102 (255-3246
E-mail: mrp@stcloud~tate.edu
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Spring sunshine serena~es fitness
by Muriah Miller
STAFF WRITER

Say

good-bye

to

winter's

hibernation technique and hello to
some welcomed spring fever.
With the sun's early arrival this
year, people emerge from all over
the city to get outside and enjoy a

little jogging, a nice walk, or just to
have a soda on the front porch.
As the weather warms, thoughts
turn to spring fitness and geuing
active. Students may not be aware

:r ~e;J~io~!fn~'o/o~ c:1 i!~~~;
1

~ltemative.

~

•

Besides SCSU Eastman Hall's
workout facility, SCSU aJso plays
host to a Campus Recreation office,
which organizes many intramural
activities and functions.
Campus Recreation's functions
this spring may spark some interest
in students to vary their workout.

Campus Recreation will be
sponsoring its "Carp Classic" on
May 3, which is a fishing
tournament at Riverside Park.
"We promote it as a way lo get
people out before the fishing
-opener," said Brad Pickle, associate
director of Campus Recreation.
Pickle said cohtestants will be
doing some early fishing for carp
and bullheads.
Campus Recreation sponsors
another event at Riverside -Park in
its Frisbee Golf League. Fanned in
conjunction with the St. Cloud Disc
Club, the competitions take place at
the park's frisbee golf course.
Qther option~ for intralTlurals
this spring · include a tennis
tournament and softball league
~ginning in April and continuing
throughout the school year.
Relatively new to the St. Cloud
community is St. Cloud Boxing &
Wrestling downtown, which

includes kickboxing and has get a jumi, on summertime and get · results," Lind said. "I would
attracted the attention of many in. shape and offers student rates of recommend cross training between
students. With skilled instructors $26 to $31 a month.
cardiovascular and weig_hts whrJe
"We have such a variety of having·a healthy diet."
and an exceptional facility, St.
Cloud Boxing offerS group and equipment and classes offered,"
Even though Lind stressed the
individual guidance and training at Lind said.
importance of a workout and a good
its location on West St. Germain.
With jogging afid walking diet, she warned not to become over
Students find the prices average ,tracks, stairmasters, treadmills, obsessive.
there, with $15 per month for the bikes and free weights, Midtown
'The important thingis how you
weights and .machines, and $65 for offers a total body workout with feel about yourself," l¼mpa said. "I
three months of American more. A personal trainer is an feel great after a good workout and
kickboxing training with automatic option with membership, and love to get out and enjoy the sun,
too."
access .to the workout facility' everybody is entitled to one.
included in the package.
Midtown
Fitness
offe.rs
Summer will bring barbecues
"I can get results kickboxing racquetball courts and a swimming with friends, sun-bathing ilnd
and have a lot of fun," said Sara pool and winding down resources humidity. As for spring, its even
Kampa, me_mber of American of a sauna and whirlpool for weather and spring fever .gives a
Kickboxing and Midtown Fitness. relaxation.
little extra motivation ,to an
"I lik~ a -little variety 'in my
With all of its options, Lind said individual looking for it.
workout. When I go to Midtown I Midtown is a great place to work
For more injonnation, cohtact
know I am going to get things done out,
but
emphasized · that the Campus Recreation Office, the
and see reSults."
consistency is the key in building a St. Cloud Boxing &Wrestling Club
According to Colleen Lind, a workout schedule.
or Midtown Fitness Club.
member representative at Midtown
"If you 're not consistent with
Fitness, the club is a great place to your workout, you won't see

Tired of being a

Get Into the

LIT T LE

By applying • for a position at the University
Chronicle· you will nm only gain writing, layout and
communica1ion skills, but also become a piranha in
the SCSU pond. We are looking for bright, energetic,
slightly crazy people to apply for the following

F I S H

positions: Editor in Chief, Advertising Manager and
Business Manager for Jllne 1998 through May 1999.
Contact Ryan Vozfordetails
/3 Stewart hall1255-2449

--

Fun and work are one in the same
with Valleyfair.
As a member of our crew, you'll enjoy:
• Free admission, including passes for
...
your friends and family
__.,..
• Staff functions: dances, concerts,
ride nights .. . all w ith free food
• 1,400 co-workers from here and around
the world
• Carpool and housing programs
• · Flexible scheduling to Bccommodate ·
your ride arrangements .
• Wide variety of work areas you choose
• Supervisors who understand your
job, >{our life
• Outdoor work environment
Internships and co-op positions available
Huge wage bonuses

Interviewing On Campus:
Wednesday, April 1

Su,,.d,u1, /Ylatch 29, 1998, 7 1'·""·
Kim6eil11 'Ritsche ;,4udltotlu»t,
SCS"{(

10: 00am - 3: 00pm
Atwood
Campus Reps:
Jena Kephart & Gary Menke

(320) 529-0397
If yo~ are unable to visit with us on
camp~•• contact us at:

I

'l,ickets au availal,le i11 At11.Wcd /1temotial C:ehte't,
,,,,c;-

\/aLLevfali{{
1le

~ ?IJ~'®

DneValleyfairDrive
Shakopee, MN 5537!

Phone:(612)496-5359
Fax:(612)495-5267

Toll FreeJobline: 1-800-FUN-RIDE
TDD for the hearing impaired: (612)445-1364
www.valleyfair.com
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Jo~!.

sesu (320)255-2205
sesu j'Z) • $6 non-SCS"l{ stu-

'Room 118,

:}m Nith

dents, clu.ldtt11, st, dtl;c,e11s • $10 ~ene,za( pu.61.i.c
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Housing
EFACIENCIES
1-4 bdnn. eff. apts. Call 259-4841.
Plug-ins $20/$35 garages.

Classifieds

1 STOP SHOPPING
WE HAVE IT! 1,2,3 & 4-bdnn. apts.
with various floor plans and
amenities. Choose your size and
style. Basic util. pd. Northem Mgmt.
654·8300.

2-BDRM. $410/mo.
WEST CAMPUS
Forestview apts. S.E. location
Campus Clipper bus line. On-sije·. ~!r:igle rooros near · H~lenbeck.
laundry. Heat, water, garbage & ~~-Heat pd. Northern Mgmt.
parl<in!l'plug-in included. 654-8300.
1 & 2-BDRM. APTS.
,..VIEW ALL (IF OUR LOCATIONS
available for mature students in on the -web, scsuhousing.com.
quiet building. 12-month ·lease only. Campus ~anagement.
,
Calf240-9483.
NO MORE ROOMMATES
spacious 1 & 2-bdrm. apts. in eightFORESTVIEW
large 1 & 2-bdrrn. apts. Free plex. Private off-street parking.
reserved parking with plug-ins. Laundry, heat pd., $36D-$410. 654·
Quiet, walk-in closets. On bus line. 8300.
Heat and water pd., $36D-$410/mo.
VISIT US ON THE WEB!
654-8300.
Select Prop www.rent.neVads/select
2-BDRM.
SHARE 4-BDRM. HOUSE
in four-plex by Halenbeck Hall.
with three mature students. Util. pd.
summerMall. Call 251-8941.
Free laundry. 202-9598, Chad.
' BENTONWOOD
LARGE EFFICIENCY
2-bdnn. apts. by Hwy. 10 and 23.
12-rno. leases $380-$400/10 mo. S.E. location wal~ing distance. Avail.
Fall
_
$
275
plus elec., no smoking, no
leases $44D-$460. Heat pd. Dan
parties. 253-3679.
251-1925.
MALE TO SHARE 2-BDRM. UNIT
on S.E. side. On bus line. Heat pd.,
$205/mo. Northern Mgmt. 6548300.
OLYMPIC II
3 to 4-bdrrns. Near hockey center. 4bdrm. split units with two full baths.
OW, micro., security, garages and
ports. Heat paid. 253-1154.
EFFICIENCIES AND 1-BDRM.
APTS.
close to downtown and SCSU heat
Riverside Prop. 251-8284: 251·

~18

SHARED RENTAL AVAILABLE
IMMEDIATELY
four-bdrm. townhomes, individual
leases, $200-$235'mo. each. Gall
252-2633.

MICHIGAN PLACE
large 2-bdrm. on S.E. side. French
balconies, on bus line. Heat pd.,
NC, $460/mo. Northern Mgmt 654·
8300.
PRAIRIE HOME
2-bdrm. large rooms, decks. Easy
access to SCSU. Air conditioners.
Heat pd., $465'mo. Northern Mgmt.
654-8300.
BEACHWOOD APTS.
1-bdrm. apts. nearCobom's. 10-mo.
leases $3~90. 12-mo. leases
$320-$350. Dan 251-1925.
4-BDRM. APTS.
2 locations, 1 & 2 baths, heat pd.,
newer carpeting, parking. Excel
Mgmt. 251-6005.

4-BDRM. APTS.
various locations. 249-2617,
Courrier prop.

CAMPUS EAST
large 4-bdnns. with 2 full baths.
Extra_ storage. DW, garages,
secunty. Heat pd. 253-1154.

1 AND 2-BDRM. APT$.
dose to SCSU. Heat pd., on bus
hne. Rivei:srde Properties. 2518284, or 251-9418.

710 APTS.
3-bdnn. apts. 2 blks. W. of NHC.
$570 - $600, electric, heat. Dan 2511925.

COLLEGEVIEW APTS.
4-bdrm. units across from ca"l)us.
Clean quality living. DW, AIC, heat
pd. Contact Equity Investments, Jeff
42D-1290, or 251-8284.

AFFORDABLE
4-bdnn. apts., Westview, close to
new SCSU library, heat pd., NC,
DW. 251-8284, 251-9418.

2-BDRM.
side-by-side duplex near Halenbeck
Hall. Call 251-8941.
· STATEVIEW
4-bdrm. units on campus. Two
showers, DW, micro., security. Heat
paid. 253-1154.
ROOMS FOR WOMEN
close to campus. Utilities pd.
Available immediately. Reasonable
rent. Short-tenn leases. Telephone
252-6153, leave a message.
HOUSES ONLY 5 LEFT.
groopsof5to 12. Dan251·1925.

WESTCHESTER PARK APT.
1-bdrm. $405. 1-bdnn. widen or
bdnn. sm. $425. 2-bdnn. reg. $445.
2-bdnn. lg. or X-lg. $460. Pool,
celling fan, OW, on bus line, quiet
bldgs. Call 251-3617.

i-

1(}. AND 3-BDRM. APT$.

located in SCSU neighborhood.
~s~~i~~tions. Quality IMng. Dan
4-BDRM. APTS.
$195110-mo. lease, $175112-mo.
!_
ease. Heat and basic cable
included. 259-9673, Counier Prop.

Monday, March 23, 1998

Policies:
•Deadline: Monday at noon for Thursday's edition and noon Fridayl'~r M~;day's
edition.
'
•Prices: Five (5) words per line, $1. Six (6) words constitutes two lines, $2.
• Classifieds will not be accepted via phone unless an account has been
established with the University Chronicle.
Classified ads can be purchased in Room 13 Stewart Hall. Forms are inside the
door. Notices are free and run according to the amount of space.
·
..For more information, ,all Brenda Herubin, classifieds manager, available at 2553943 or 255-2164, during business hours and ask .for classifieds.
·
large 2-bdrm. apts. free off-str.
parking, laundry, micro., near
Halenbeck Hall. $220/mo.12-mo.
lease, $240/mo.10-mo. lease. Call
Glen at 251-0029, if no answer
leave message.

2-BDRM. APTS.
very nice, newly remodeled, $275
• $295'mo. ea. 1-yr. lease. 1 blk to
campus. Call Greg, 267-3291,
251-4160, N/A255-1274.
MICHIGAN PLACE
1,2,3-bdrm. spacious, French
balconies. 2. baths. Quiet S.E.
location. On bus line. Heat pd.,
$405-$630/mo. Northern Mgmt.
654-8300.
3-BDRM. APTS.
very ni~, $245 each, 1-yr. lease,
1 blk. to_campus. Call Greg, 267329\251-4160, N/A255-1274.

SPRING, SUMMER & FALL
tired of the noise and congestion?
We have large, private rooms, with
cable TV, laundry, parl<ing and a
GREAT location! Call for details.
Bob 251-8211.
$100 SUMMER RATES
S.E. and campus locations. Call
Northern Mgmt. 654-8300.
10-BDRM. HOUSE
~ear college. Washer/dryer, util.
included. Off-streel parl<ing. 2403557.
STOP LOOKING I!
sign today: 1-4-bdrms. Summer
rates, various locations. Call today:
654-8300.

FAIR WINDS
drive a little, save a lot!! 3-bdrms.,
,1300 sq. ft., DW, m~ro., NC, cable.
Only $575. $100 off. 654-8300.
NOW! SPRING QUATER FEMALE
SUBLEASER
$190/mo., negotiable. Close to
campus, heated garage $30
(optional), heat, water, garbage,
parl<ing included. Call 202-8326.
STUDENT HAS 4-BDRM. FOR
RENT
in new home, open April 1. No
alcohol, or smoking allowed.
$275/mo. includes all util. NC.,
washer/dryer.
Very
nice·.
Responsible students only. Call Jay
after 3 p.m. 612-379-3758.

HOUSE FOR WOMEN

HALENBECK APTS.

5 openings. 1 b!k. from campus on

2' full bathrooms· in each apt. 4-

~~-~1~00~'. ~~tl-.iQ.. . ~:94~'.ts.

:~~h

Storage rooms avali.

NOW RENTING FOR THE 1998-99
school year.
251-1814 or
scsuhousing.com.
Campus
Management.

UNIVERSITY APTS.
2 large bdrms. close to SCSU and
downtown, heat pd., DW. Riverside
251-8284, 251-9418.

2 OR 3-BDRM. APTS.
in a house. Sept. or June '98.
WEST CAMPUS 11
Private
kitchen and bathroom. Non2, 4-bdrm. apts. with 2 large baths, ·
smoking, no pets. 253-5340.
OW, NG. Clos.e to campus. Heat
pd.,$175'mo. Northern Mgmt. 654· WANTED: FEMALE ROOMMATE
8300.
to share 2-bdrm. apt. across from
1-BDRM. APTS.
campus. Non-smoker, non-drinker.
for rent. $395/mo. Call Matt, 253- $225'mo. Call 202-1839.
5787.
1-BDRM. APTS.
;9-~~-ve., avail. June, August.
METROVIEW APTS.
2 and 3-bdnn., close to SCSU
decks, DW, heat pd., NC, security
AMENmES PLUS
garages, micro., Riverside Prop.
UNIVERSITY NORTH
251-8284, 251-9418.
2, 3 and 4-bdnn., decks, heat pd.,
ow, NG, 1.5 balhs, R~erskfe Prop.
LARGE SINGLE ROOM
with private bathroom and NC for 251-8284, 251-9418.
the older student. Util. included.
2 AND 3 BDRM. APT$.
706 6th Ave. S. 252-9226.
for women. Heat, elec. pd. Parking,
laundry.
Close, quiet 253-0451.
PRIVATE ROOMS IN 4-BDRM.
APTS.
heat pd., OW, m~ro., NC, intelCOm
4-BDRM. APTS.
entry, parl<ing. E.P.M. 251-6005.
vanous floor plans. Call 259-9673,
or 249-2617.

M & M SUITES
1-r_oom efficiency in clean, quiet
building. Utilities, cable included.
259-9434.

SINGUE ROOM MALE/FEMALE
$190/rflo. Avail. immediately. 1 blk.
to campus, nice! Call 267-3291, or
251-4160.

FOR RENT:
very n~e 4-bdnn. home, 3 blks. from
campus. Avail. 9-1-98. Call Rich
Theisen at (H) 252-2193, or r,N)
253-7373, leave IT)essage.
8 BDRM. HOUSE FOR WOMEN
keyed rooms, laundry, parl<ing
wal~ng distance. Cana 252-9839. '

1 ROOM EFFICIENCY
avail. immediately. Ulil., cable
included. 259-9434.
CAMPUS QUARTERS HAS 1 & 2
OPENINGS
in 4-bdnn. apts. for fall. Includes
heat, OW, micro., NC, blinds. 575 •
7th St. S. 252-9226.

AVAIL LG. SINGLE ROOMS
a~ 1 and 2-bdnn. apts. On bus
5-BDRM. STUDENT HOUSE
1:.roperties, 251 • · ~~~ roommates. Call limothy,

):t, ~;-~•st:

UNIVERSITY PROPERTY
MANAGEMENT
has 4-bdnn. apts. and 1 house for 5
women. Avail. all within 1 blk. from
C3!!)PUS. 240-0679, 250-0679.
3, 4-BDRM. APTS.
9 locations to choose from. Decks,
garages, 2 full baths, free parl<ing.
And much more. 253-1154, Select
Properties.
_
MALE OR FEMALE
roommate wanted for house near
downtown. Includes room, large
yard,. huge kitchen, big IMng room,
satelllte TV, laundry. $235/mo. Gall
24D-6988.
SUBLEASER NEEDED!
for Apnl and May. UVT complex. Gall
Molly at 612-576-1854.
TOWNHOUSES SPLIT LEVEL
4-bdrm., many locations. 2-bdnn. 1
block from campus. 253-1154
Select Properties.
·
'
M &MAPTS.
now renting for '9&'99 school year.

~5~~apts., all frashly updated.
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HOUSING FOR GROUPS OF
5,6,7,9,10,11 AND 12
ciose lo SCSU. Also, 1, 2 and 3bdrrn. apls. Dan 251-1925.

HOW DO YOU LOOK IN A
SWIMSUIT?
lose weight for summer. Call 2590248 (samples/discounls).

APTS. ARE GOING FAST
call today or see us on the web,
scsuhousing.com.
Campus
Management., 251-1814.

RESUME SERVICE
student pa;kages. 240-2355.

CONVENIENT HOUSES
close to $CSU and downtown,
locked bdrms., heat pd., spacioos.
R~erside Property 251-8284, 251·
9418.

IVYAPTS.
4-bdrrn. apls., OW, m~ro., securi1y
and basic cable included. Heat pd.
259-9673, Courrier Prop:•
CAMPUS SQUARE APTS.
011 5th Ave. across from SCSU. 4bdrm. apts. lV, telephone in each
bdrm., security, OW, micro., heat
24o-0679, 250-0679.

SEIZED CARS
ff'Om $175. Porsches, Cadillacs,
Chevys, BMWs, C.orvettes. Also
Jeeps, 4WDs. Your area. Toll free 1800-218-9000 Ext. A-3883 for
cUrrent listings.
GOVT FORECLOSED HOMES
from pennies on $1. Delinquent tax,
repo's, your area. Toll free 1·800218-9000. Ext. H-3883 for ourrent
listings.
WHAT IF l'M PREGNANT!?
for help and h6pe call St. Cloud
Crisis Pregnancy Center. 24-hr.
Hotline. 253-1962. 400 East St.

FREE CASH GRANT!
APTS., ROOMS AND
· College. Scholarships. Business.
EFFICIENCIES
Medical bills. Never repay. Toll Free
many styles and locatk>ns. One call 1-800-218-9000 ext. G-3883.
renls rt all! 253-1154, Select Prop.
TOM'S BARBERSHOP
1-BDRM. AP!
two barbers, all cuts, walk-ins. 251subleaser needed $370/month, 9- 7270. 9 Wils011 S.E. Special 011
mo. lease. 1 mile from campus, on Wed.
for
ROTC,
Guard
bus line, on-site laundry. Heat, Headquarters and all other
water, garbage, parking included. student~. $5. All other weekdays,
Call 654-1854.
$6.
WE HAVE OVER 30 LOCATIONS
to choose from with· 30+ years of
experience. 251-1814. Campus
Management

Notices

FREE T-SHIRT +$1000
credit card fund-raisers for
fraternities, sororities & groups. Any
campus organization can raise up to
$1000 by earning a whopping $51
VISA appl~ti011. Call 1-800-9320528 X 65. Qualified callers reoewe
FREE T-SHIRT.

Attention

500 SUMMER JOBS/ 50 CAMPS/
YOU CHOOSE!!
NY, PA, New Engl8hd. Instructors
needed: Tennis, roller-hockey,
basketball,
lifeguards,
wsi,
baseball, gymnastics, sailing, etc.
Arlene Streisand, 1-800-443-6428;
516-433-8033.

UVE~NPCA
personal care attendant wanted
part-time hours. Call Chad at 6569233.

* Single rooms in 3 & 4 Bdrm Apts
* 1 & 2 BdrmApts
•
•
•
•

RIVERBOAT CREW
come aboard Mississippi Riverboats
this summer! Boat, office & photo
crew needed for passenger vessels
in St. Paul & Mpls. Full-time
seasonal positions avail. April thru
October; variety of ho!Jrs. Start
$7/hr. Padettord Packet Boat Co.,
Harriet Island, St. Paul, MN 55107.
227-.1100 or 1-800-543-3908.
WIN A BIG SCREEN TV OR MAID
SERVICE FOR A SEMESTER
while raising money for your student
organization. Earn up to $5 per
VISa/ MasterCard application. The
first 50 groups to complete the fundraiser receive FREE MOVIE
PASSES! Call lor detai~. 1-800932-0528 X 75.

HOW DOES $800/WK. EXTRA
INCOME
sound to you? Amazing, profttable
opportunity. Send self-addressed
stamped envelope to: International
1375 Cooey lsl?nd Brooklyn, N.Y.
11230
$1,000s POSSIBLE TYPING
part time. At home. Toll Free 1-800218-9000 Ext. T- 3883 for lislings.

HELP WANTED
men/women earn $375 weekly
processin!;Yassembling Medical I.D.
cards at home. Immediate
openings, ·. yo1.1r local area. No
experience necessary, will train.
Call Medicard 1-541-388-5290 Ext.
118M.
SPRING BREAK '98
free food and drinks! Cancun,
Bahamas, Jamaica and Florida
from $399 and up. .Organ~e a
small group & !ravel FREE! Highest
commissions & lowest prices! Call
Surf & Sun Tours to become a
campus rep. 1-800-574-7577.

~~~~iis~ ~~

1
~~tra~;:r\~Y
investment & very little time needed.
There's no obligation, so why not
call for information loday. Call 1·
800-323-8454 x95.

Close to Downtown & Cam us

IMMUNIZATION

near Brainerd needs cabin
counselor, water-front people, craft
specialist,
naturalist,
fishing
specialist, music leader, nurse. June
10-Aug. 10. Good pay, . EOE.
507 373-6002.

EARN $750 - $1,500/WEEK
raise all the money your student

Riverside Real Estate 1';11:
mmm
"The F111e,t 111 \/11r/C'11I Hom111g "

SPRING WORK AVAIL
looking for 12 hard worf<ers to start
work immediately. No experience
necessary, we train. Opportunity for
advancement. $350/wk. College
students welcorpe for summer work
as well. 251-0407.

$1,500 WEEKLY
WINDSOR WEST
:~eam:p~s~nz:ub:;; He~~ntmi . potential mailing our circulars. Free
information. Call 410-783-8275.
4-bdrm. units ahd bi-levels. Two full Immunization Clinics in conjunction
baths. DW, micros., security. Heat with WIG ciinics in the St. Cloud
SUMMER CAMP STAFF
paid. 253-1154.
area. Thevaccineisprovidedbythe enjoy wo(!cing_and playing outdoors
~-=====..-- - ·Minnesota Department of Health for with
children. Swimming, campfires,
SUBLET SPECIALS
use in public clinics. There is a $6
kayaks, ciimbing wall and water
large 4-bdrm units one block from per
immunization
donation
new library sita..on__4th Ave. OW, requested and Medical Assistance trampoline. Co-ed youth camP..
· micros.,security,heatpct253-1154. and Minnesota Care can be billed located 30 minutes S.W. of
Minneapolis seeks 40 men and
for those who are eligible. women. Certified lifeguards,
Appointments are not required but program counselors, envir. ed.
are
requested.
·To
schedule
an
Personals
assistants, and arts and crafts
appointment, please call Steams instructor.
1D-12
wks.
of
County Public Heatth at 658-6155 employment start June 13. Must be
JESUS AND SATAN ABE
or,
if
long
distance,
1-800-450·
PRETEND
18 or older. Training provided.
5893.
Salary plus room and board.
The biblical Jesus will infinitely
Preference given to college
torture his own children in infinite
GREAT MUSIC, GREAT STORY!
students-internships welcome. Call
burning hell if they do not believe.
FREE INTERACTIVE
for app. or interview, 612 474-8085.
The foundation of ChrlStianjty is
MULTIMEDIA CD-ROM
infinite child abuse, infinite terrorism,
"A
FATHER
& TWO SONS," a story
infinite persecution, infinite hate,
NANNIES!
infinite immorality, infinite evil, on the of love & forgiveness. Order on the liye-in positions with Prescreened
basis of belief. The biblical Jesus is ·web at: www.loveofchrist.org
Nationwide Professional Families.
an infinite child abuser. •The
Top salaries. Benefits. 1-yr.
Christian father god had his only son
commitment! Nannies Elite. Call
tortured and slaughtered as a
Sandy. 1-800-726-3965.
Employment
sacrifice to himsell, which is another
Christian, perfect, moral, family
MINNESOTA CHILDREN'S CAMP
HELP WANTED
example of child abuse. Christian cooks, waiters, part time. 252-0955. located among tall pines and clear
child abusers are imitating the
lakes, seeks counselors and
Christian, perfect, moral, God family
instructors for summer '98.
$1,000 POSSIBLE
examples. Anyone who is Christian
Openings for counseling director,
is a terrorized person. Dare to reading books. Part_ time. At home. program director, horseback riding,
Toll
free,
1-800-218-9000
ext.
Rquestion all religion. Atheism is true.
sailing, water skiing, art and tennis.
3883 for listings.
For an application call 1-800-4515270 or e-mail cbgwc@uslink.net.
ELK YOUTH CAMP
PERSONAL ALARM
helps protect friends, family or
yoursell with an ear-splitting wail
activated by swrtch or pull pin. Uses
9-volt battery (not inciuded). Choose
red or gray. $18.95 each, or take
advantage of our roommates
special: two or more alarms only
$14.95 each. Check or money order
to Robert J. Roo
11925 7th st. N.E.
Dept. 1-SC
Mp~.• MN 55434
In MN add 6.5% sales tax
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Dishwashers
Microwaves
Laundry Facilities
Reseroed Parking

Hammer Residences, Inc.
is hiring group home staff
to teach and supervise
adults with mental retardation or brain injuries.
Work FT, PT or on-call in
28 houses or apartments
in W. suburbs. Choose
second shift or weekends,
early mornings or paid
overnights.

Interview at the
Job Fair In

Atwood March 26.

Air Conditioners
Security
Utilities Paid
Garages & Decks

PAID TRAINING
EDUCATION GRANTS
GREAT BENEFITS

$

"f.,_~v:~f~>fo
\

'J

)

75 Years of Service

a spicy conversation rnade of ideias,
questions and curiosity about being Ciatholic,
shared informally over tortilla chips

■I

CA.THOUCCAMPUS ....sTRV

MASS: SATURDAY: 5:10 P.M.
SUNDAY: 9 A.M .. 11:15 A.M. a, 8 P.M.
MASS & EVENTS INFORMATIO N: 251-1261
OFFICE: 251•3260

OJ
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Monday, March 23, 1998

eed a Financial Lift
'7 for v.0 ·

,~)>

~ ~

•• ur Higher ·.

)

Education?

We offer .many types of loans to finance a computer, tuition or a car. Plus
we have great rates on VISA with no annual fee. Call us today for details.
Membet!hip in SCW iS open to students, faculty aJld staff of Sf. Cloud State Unireniry. All loans subject to credil approt'al

654-5474

~

sccu

~tci@1£ra!OWitllnion

Located in Room A1sz of Atwood Memorial Center

.

INSTANT CREDIT

.·
~
Guaranteed Credit Cards with Credit Limits
1 1tJ
1 'fean
~
Up To $10,000 Within Days!
No CREDIT, No JOB, No PARENT-SIGNER, No SECURITY DEPOSIT!

no credit • bad credit • no income?
·

&il!a1ilte11a1tis1
- You Can Qualify To llecefve

Two Of the Most Widely Used
Credit Cards In The World Toda I

r.-----------------------------------------~
ORDER FORM

I
I

,

: ·YES!
I
I
II
II

.:
I

I wanr l#Jit•1;?·Mii=i#•l·1@;M!ZM Credit Cards immediately.
GACC, PO BOX 16662, ATLANTA, GA 30321

Name .............................................................................· - - -- - - - - - - - · ············································
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _

-------·"·'······························••··•···········································

Clty ....................... ---------·····························-········State----········Zlp .........................................
Slgnature ......

---------cc-----·----

-lired of Bein Turned ·oown?

~-----------------------------------------~

